A very brief book on Wealth, Success and Mutual Influence

I did not write this month’s ezine in a chatty manner, rather in a “relating information”
manner, next month should be different, promise…

The competencies in owner families include communication and organizing
competencies, which gives access to relationships and resources. Make these
skills yours now.
Individuals with the top 0.5% fastest income growth are fluent in the skills of
communicating and organizing. You are free and able to join them with these
processes.
You will apply these processes to develop your capacity to be communicating
and organizing, with the building blocks and links, to assist development,
selected and supplied.
It is all about the first action like the first step in a 1000 kilometer journey. You will get
much more out of this book a clicking away. For instance click now on this sentence to
learn one way how you can get more and easy access on the web anywhere and
anytime.
We apply our current values and choosing our behaviors for success and thus creating
new values in action, in groups and the safety of family, community and business.
You will apply these known processes to develop your capacity to be communicating and
organizing with the building blocks and links selected and supplied.
The readers are strongly advised to verify their understanding of what is implied by any
word and concept by using dictionary web sites. You could even listen to the words.
Select one of the following concepts to learn more about it:
Organized;
Career Owners;
Continuously;
Unconsciously Unaware to Subconsciously Aware;
Enterprise;
Communication Skills;
Shopping Shelf;
STORRGIES;
Barter;
WWW;
Owner Families;
Working Structures

1 Start communicating
Start communicating with others and self, continuously giving ﴾investing﴿ more
than you gain.
Apply bartered transactions as value exchanged. Thanks for what I received, thanks to all of you
and what can I do for you six times over called the Six Shooter.

Simply experience communications from where you are right now in current
relationships, skills and resources; bridging the gaps internal to you and external
to you as required by the action and project at hand. You apply the many
developed and proven processes within the safety and protection afforded you by
your family, community and the web.
Many of these processes can be accessed on the Web and is a simple click
away.
The vital communication building blocks of intrapersonal and inter personal
skills and competencies are best applied in real, urgent, compelling, 'cannot
afford to lose' and cash outcomes scenarios.
It happens in the here and now of daily life as depicted by Unre Visagie’s
STORGGIES he learnt with HP, followed by many stories since then where
companies were built and lessons learnt from and in owner families.

1.1 We, to get started, apply processes. Never again, stop
communicating and sharing with others, developing communication
skills and related competencies.
1.2 Go continuously from Unconsciously Unaware to Subconsciously
Aware.
1.3 Visit Aleph & Partner websites for many experienced
communication tools and methods we found useful. <click here to
open Aleph in a new window>
See document: Alephsynergy.com

1.4 On alephsynergy.com we share coaching stories and invite you to
share yours.
1.5 A normal place to start is with your diary choices and highs and
lows communicated to interested and involved parties.

2 Get organized
Get organized and grow the chosen projects you engaged.
The participation in project groups with common and selfish interests drives all of us to deliver
results and repeat the feat many times.

Each of us organizes more or less, given our beliefs and values. The participation
in project groups with common and selfish interests drives all of us to deliver
results and repeat the feat many times. You get committed beyond yourself in
chosen situations and then your only exit is to deliver within the group. You DO
IT!
You choose the projects driven by your talents and passions and thus create the
future requirements to and become organized in your attracted groups.
Many of us do not really become organized by ourselves, yet we are organized in
projects of our own choosing. Our individual stories are the easiest way for me to
communicate the experiences.

2.1 Be part of project groups engaged around your interests and get
organized in groups.
2.2 Being organized happens in families, communities, corporate,
church, organizations, institutions and projects. Become part of the
activities and projects suited and available to you to keep going.
2.3 Visit Nicholas's website
See document: www.nicholas.alephsynergy.com
Fun and work lost all boundaries. Nicholas applies his passions and talents for gain in
bartered value exchanged, in agreed projects chosen, with a selected larger team and by
Nicholas.

3 Be engaged
Become engaged, by adding value, with WWW and your community
﴾Existing Working Structures﴿ thus gaining access to resources.
Barter transactions understood and applied ensure you are always welcome to engage the
required resources, knowledge and experience.

We apply the talents and passions within ourselves to engage resources in family
and the community ﴾Civic and civil﴿ we are part of, Locally, Regionally, Nationally
and Internationally. We engage through individuals who are part of the current
WORKING STRUCTURES and through the WWW.
We fully engage and live in our local community while we fully engage and
exchange value with the Global community. The experiences share on the
Aleph&Partners web sites are cases in point.

3.1 Enterprise activities can be very wide and easy to engage. We
can become part of the great enterprise system by investing more of
what we have, to gain the returns we want.
3.2 We learn and acquire barter transaction skills and competencies.
We can then always, anywhere and at all times engage and gain
access.
3.3 Visit Bongani's website
See document: www.bonganik.ebio.co.za
Bongani invested with his attracted investors and gain access to resources and bartered
transactions. He is now unstoppably on his road to become a business building
consultant. The competencies and experiences from the group around him grows and
nurtures his skills while he passes it on to others.

4 The joy of applying your talents!
Each of us experiences the joy, which follows the application of our
talents and passions in daily experiences and current projects.
WOW! The dreams, talents and passions were always inside of each of us.

Each of us needs to apply our talents and passions applied to create a fully
functional family, community, civic and business environment. The barter
transactions create growth from where you are right now. It's only a click away.

4.1 The actions you take and projects you engage in will drive your
choices, aligned with your talents and passions to create and live
your dreams.

5 STORRGIES to 'Shopping Shelf'
Now you are growing your STORRGIES ﴾Skills, Talents,
Opportunities, Resources, Relationships, Gifts, Intelligencies,
Experiences and Spirals﴿ into a Shopping Shelf.
Experience growing capacity in your 'Shopping Shelf' and the fun of it will drive you for life.

The world's communities represent a supermarket where you apply your talents
and passions. In this supermarket, you display your competencies, develop
relationships and identify opportunities.

5.1 Every transaction and engagement will grow your STORRGIES.
5.2 Visit Selvin's website.
See document: www.selvinm.ebio.co.za
Selvin engaged and gained access applying his talents and passions as shown by the
spreadsheet around transactions. The model depicting his investors and his consumption
can be found on the Web.

6 Ebio processes
Ebio offers processes and guidelines to experience and deliver the
desired outcomes.
Now let us do it! Simply apply the web processes in your groups in work, family, church, culture,
civic, education, health and leisure activities. The stories shared by many should become easy
guidelines for you.

6.1 Visit the ebio websites
See document: www.ebio.co.za

6.2 Here is a typical Tool applied as a process: The idea is to apply
the colors driving your emotions, intent, actions, expectations, etc.
You grow in communications RIGHT NOW and grow in knowledge
you can share.
See document: colors.htm

6.3 Writing skills and English literacy is achieved from the WWW, as
well as individuals in Working Structures
6.4 Web utilization literacy is experienced in producing your website
as a link to your future 'Shopping Shelf'.
6.5 Community resources are accessed with bartered value
exchange transactions.

7 Create and Sell
Now create and sell your experiences on the web.
Each of us invest in others and gain multiplied value from many to grow our contribution. It
becomes an everaccelerating process. You now joined and experience what happens in owner
families and corporates.

7.1 Hook into popular issues of the day that sparks your interest.
7.2 The story of "The Alchemist" by Paulo Coelho is true. The gold is
where you are sleeping, when you dream of that gold...
The treasure is where you dream about it. Dig where you are sleeping as you
dream.

7.3 The concepts in "Prayer of Jabez" by Bruce Wilkinson ads to your
STORRGIES applied in the productive world.
7.4 "Purpose Driven Life" written by Rick Warren show how to live the
inner purpose.
7.5 Apply what "Rich Dad Poor Dad" written by Robert Kiyosaki
teaches, in your STRORRGIES, business, community and the WWW.
7.6 Continuously developing entrepreneurial competencies to create
success in business and in careers.
7.7 Career owners apply these competencies to grow from good
earnings to super earnings.

